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1 
Introduction: 
Nuclear And Coal 
Capital Costs 
And Economics 

This book examines the upheaval in the economics of nuclear and coal 
electrical generation that occurred in the 1970s, and explores further changes 
likely in the next decade. It is the product of six years spent grappling with the 
economics of nuclear and coal power, the last three focusing on the costs of 
efforts to reduce the health, environmental, and societal hazards of electricity 
generation. 

The book investigates increases in nuclear and coal capital (construc
tion) costs on three levels: 

• an empirical level, through the firs$ published statistical analysis 
of the actual construction costs of U.S. nuclear and coal-fired 
power plants completed throughout the 1970s; 

• an engineering level, through an analysis of design and con
struction changes that contributed to past cost increases and 
those that can be anticipated to cause future increases; 

• an etiological (underlying causal) level, through development of 
an hypothesis to explain the growth in regulatory standards that 
spurred the design changes which increased plant costs. 

Section 1.1: Major Findings 

The conclusions of this book differ radically from the views generally 
held within the federal government, the electric power industry (utilities, 
reactor vendors, and architect-engineers), and the technical and policy com
munities. To clarify the differences, the views are summarized next to the 
corresponding and opposing major findings of this book below . (The bases for 
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these findings are presented in the next section.) 

1. Past Capital Cost Increases 

The Conventional View: Infla
tion and regulation affected 
nuclear and coal capital costs 
approximately equally during 
the 1970s. Any difference be
tween nuclear and coal cost in
crease rates is solely attribut
able to the lack of sulfur dioxide 
' 'scrubbers'' on some recent 
coal plants. 

Findings Of This Book: Nuclear capital 
costs increased over twice as fast as coal 
capital costs, in "real" (inflation
adjusted) terms, between 1971 and 
1978. The real increases averaged 142% 
for nuclear plants ( 13.5% per year); 68% 
for coal plants including the cost of 
scrubbers (7. 7%/year); and 33% for coal 
plants if scrubbers are excluded (4.2%/ 
year); all figures are in addition to con
struction-sector inflation. 

2. Relative Capital Costs Of Recently Completed Plants 

The Conventional View: Re
cently completed reactors did 
not cost substantially more to 
construct than equivalent coal
fired plants with scrubbers. 

Findings Of This Book: Because nuclear 
capital costs increased much more rapid
ly than coal plant costs in the 1970s, the 
average excess of nuclear capital costs 
over coal plant costs increased from 6% 
for 1971 completions to 52% for 1978 
completions. The latter figure assumes 
that 1978 coal plants have scrubbers; 
without coal plant scrubbers, the aver
age excess of nuclear over coal capital 
costs for 1978 completions is 91%. 

3. Causes Of Capital Cost Increases 

The Conventional View: a) Cap
ital costs increased because 
Congress and regulatory agen
cies, under pressure from envir
onmentalists and nuclear power 
opponents, imposed excessive, 
burdensome safety and environ
mental requirements. 
b) In addition, construction de-
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Findings Of This Book: a) Capital costs 
increased in real terms in both the nu
clear and coal sectors primarily because 
of efforts to prevent total accident and 
environmental risks from expanding in 
proportion to the growth of either sector. 
These efforts involved major design 
changes to contain nuclear accident 
hazards and substantial equipment im-
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lays caused by licensing inter
ventions and protests drove up 
costs, especially for nuclear 
plants. 

provements to reduce emissions from 
coal-burning. Nuclear power, technical
ly less mature and more prone to cata
strophic accidents than coal combustion, 
was especially susceptible to design 
changes to correct safety problems re
vealed through operating experience. 
b) Licensing interventions and protests 
appear to have contributed to past cost 
increases only when costs are expressed 
in "current" (inflated) dollars. When 
costs are measured in real terms (adjust
ed for inflation), plants which took long
er to license did not have higher costs 
than other plants built at the same time. 

4. Future Nuclear Capital Cost Increases 

The Conventional View: a) 

Nuclear power is now techni
cally mature in most respects, 
as evidenced by its excellent 
safety record to date . Current 
designs and equipment do not 
require significant modifica
tion, and therefore future 
nuclear plants will not cost sig
nificantly more to build, in real 
terms, than recently completed 
reactors. 
b) The "bottom line" of the 
Three Mile Island (TMI) acci
dent-no identifiable deaths or 
injuries despite multiple design 
defects, equipment failures, 
and operator errors - demon
strated that reactors are funda
mentally safe. The future of 
nuclear power is imperiled, 
however, by "licensing insta
bility"(i.e. continually chang
ing regulatory standards) and 
the lack of a commitment to 
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Findings Of This Book: a) The capital 
costs of nuclear plants will probably in
crease in the 1980s by an amount equal 
to the increase in the 1970s on a dollar
per-kilowatt (kW), inflation-adjusted 
basis (although the increases will be 
smaller in percentage terms). Increases 
will be required to implement regulatory 
design requirements promulgated too 
late to affect recently completed plants, 
to correct the many outstanding ''unre
solved safety issues," and to address 
new safety problems that are still being 
detected at record rates through operat
ing experience. 
b) The TMI accident has added greatly to 
upward pressures on costs by discredit
ing fundamental regulatory premises 
and demonstrating the need for major 
design changes and new safety features, 
thus effectively eliminating the possibil
ity of regulatory stability . 
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nuclear generation by the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC). 

5. Future Coal Capital Cost Increases 

The Conventional View: Coal
fired plants are only now begin
ning to climb the ''regulatory 
hump" that drove up nuclear 
construction costs in the 1970s. 
Scrubbers and other advanced 
emission control equipment 
will affect the costs of coal 
plants more than new safety re
quirements will affect nuclear 
costs in the 1980s. According
ly, the capital costs of new re
actors will exceed those of new 
coal plants by no more than 
30%, and probably by less. 

Findings Of This Book: Emission rates 
of "criteria pollutants" -sulfur diox
ide, nitrogen oxides, and particulates, 
from coal plants completed in 1978 aver
age two-thirds less than those from 197 I 
plants and are no greater, on average, 
than those from typical oil-fired power 
plants. Nevertheless, new coal plants 
will incur some further cost increases to 
meet new, more stringent standards. For 
approximately the same real increase in 
per-kilowatt costs as that experienced in 
the 1970s, it will be possible to reduce 
emissions from new coal plants to one
third of the new Environmental Protec
tion Agency (EPA) standards for new 
plants, nine-tenths less than emissions 
from coal plants completed in 1971 . 
Coal plants meeting these targets would 
be cleaner than oil-fired plants burning 
very low-sulfur oil. Assuming that these 
costs are incurred, and even discounting 
most of the impact of TMI, the average 
capital cost of nuclear plants completed 
in the late 1980s is still likely to be 75% 
higher than that of equivalent coal 
plants. 

6. Total Generating Costs 

The Conventional View: Be
cause new nuclear plants will 
cost, at worst, only 30% more 
to build than new coal plants, 
will operate at 65-75% "capac
ity factors" (performance relia-
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Findings Of This Book: Because the 
capital costs of new nuclear plants will 
exceed those of new coal plants by a 
wide margin (an estimated 75%), the 
lifetime generating costs of new nuclear 
plants will exceed those of new coal 
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bility), and will have relatively 
low fuel costs, their total gener
ating costs will equal or slightly 
undercut those of new coal 
plants on a national-average 
basis . 

plants by 20-25%, on average, even 
assuming: 

• an improvement in the capacity fac
tors of large reactors to 60% from the 
historical 54% average; 

• coal plants cleaner than plants burn
ing low-sulfur oil (as described in 5, 
above; 

• real escalation of 2-21/2% per ye.ar in 
coal fuel prices over the next 40 years 
to pay for reducing the health, safety, 
and environmental costs of coal
mining; 

• decommissioning and disposal of 
radioactive wastes accounting for 
only 8% of total nuclear costs; 

• little or no incorporation of the effect 
of the TMI accident in nuclear cost 
calculations . 

Plausible estimates of the impact ofTMI 
on nuclear capital costs, capacity fac
tors, and financing problems raise the 
likely average excess of nuclear generat
ing costs vis-a-vis coal for future plants 
to the 35-50% range. This suggests that 
many reactors under construction could 
be scrapped in favor of new coal-fired 
plants with advanced emission controls 
with little or no economic penalty. 

The conventional view portrayed above is no caricature. Dozens of 
capital cost projections are currently being circulated by federal energy offi
cials, electric utilities, architect-engineers, power plant manufacturers, and 
"policy establishment" research groups. None forecasts that nuclear capital 
costs will exceed those of coal by more than 35%, and most put the difference 
between 10% and 25%." (Several particularly prominent projections, by the 

a. Most of these projections employ ''net capability" ratings to measure the generating 
capacity of coal-fired plants, whereas this study uses higher "generator nameplate" ratings for 
both internal consistency and compatibility with the author's past measurements of coal capacity 
factors. 1 The average 4-5% difference between the two measures accounts for only a small 
fraction of the 40-60% gap in respective projections of the difference between nuclear and coal 
capital costs. It is offset in any case by the resultant lower capacity factors used to calculate total 
coal-electric generating costs here . 
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Department of Energy, the CONAES panel of the National Academy of 
Sciences, and Commonwealth Edison of Chicago, among others, are cited in 
Chapter 2 .) 

Capital costs will account for two-thirds of the lifetime generating costs 
of future reactors and one-third for new coal plants.b The assumption that 
future nuclear and coal capital costs will differ only modestly is therefore 
crucial to arguments for nuclear power's economic superiority over coal
generated electricity. And indeed, every organization within the institutional 
groupings referred to above projects that new nuclear plants will be more 
economical, on average, than new coal facilities . 

The Three Mile Island nuclear accident has not significantly changed 
these forecasts. Bechtel, the world's largest reactor builder, predicted before 
the accident in early 1979 that nuclear capital costs would be 21% greater than 
coal costs; it now projects only a 25% difference. 2 Similarly, Westinghouse 
stated in late 1979, six months after the accident, that nuclear power had 
attained "regulatory maturity" and was no longer vulnerable to significant 
cost escalation, whereas coal was now commencing its passage through reg
ulatory turbulence. 3 These judgments are voiced even by most utilities that are 
cancelling reactors. They customarily cite nuclear power's "financing uncer
tainty" or its "regulatory instability ." Rarely, if ever, do they note its 
probable high cost relative to coal. 4 

Section 1.2: Basis Of This Study's Findings 

What, then, is the basis for this study's sharp divergence from the 
mainstream? 

Statistical Analysis: Most importantly, the study's conclusions regard
ing capital cost increase rates in the 1970s and relative costs of recently 
completed plants arise from a comprehensive statistical analysis of actual 
nuclear and coal capital cost experience. Only two statistical investigations of 
capital costs have been published previously, and although much less com
prehensive than the present study, both were supportive of the conclusions 
reached here. Strikingly, no nuclear power proponent has published a com
prehensive statistical analysis to support the claim that nuclear and coal capital 
costs differ by only a small margin. 

The data base used here is sufficiently up-to-date to reflect the impact of 
most current regulations. The nuclear plant sample comprises all reactors 
completed on a commercial basis following the vendor-subsidized "turnkey" 
era and before the accident at Three Mile Island: 46 units completed from 

b. The importance of capital costs to nuclear generating costs is magnified by the lower 
capacity factor and higher fixed charge rate assumed for nuclear plants (see Chapter 12). 
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December 31, 1971 through December 31, 1978. The coal plant sample 
encompasses all 116 coal-fired plants above 100 megawatts (MW) capacity 
completed from January I, 1972 through December 31, 1977, including 15 
plants with costly sulfur dioxide scrubbers. (These data were extrapolated 
through 1978 for comparability with the nuclear data, as explained in Section 
2.3). 

The statistical analysis corrects for inflation in construction labor and 
materials and employs synthesized "standard" plants to ensure that nuclear 
and coal costs are compared on an equal footing, in constant dollars and 
without geographical bias. For the first time, then, we have a definitive 
measurement of nuclear and coal capital cost increases in the 1970s. It reveals 
that nuclear plant capital costs grew more than twice as rapidly as those of coal 
plants during the past decade and are today one-and-a-half to two times as great 
as coal plant costs (with and without scrubbers, respectively). This confirms 
the findings of Bupp's 1974 nuclear and coal analysis and Mooz's 1978-79 
nuclear studies, 5 neither of which measured recent rates of cost increase for 
coal plants. 

In contrast, the one attempt by supporters of nuclear power purporting to 
compare actual nuclear and coal generating costs-the annual cost surveys by 
the Atomic Industrial Forum (AIF)-not only lumped new plants together with 
less costly older plants and made no adjustment for inflation, but also used 
extremely unrepresentative samples. The two most recent AIF surveys ex
cluded 12 of the 14 reactors with the highest capital costs as well as a majority 
of reactors suffering the longest shutdowns. The surveys also covered only 
15% of total U.S. coal-fired generation, excluding, for example, two giant 
coal-burning utilities which together generated more power from coal, at 19% 
lower cost, than all the coal plants included in the surveys. 6 

Analysis Of Design Changes: This study has developed the most com
plete picture to date of the design and construction changes that have brought 
about the increases in capital costs. It demonstrates that nine-tenths of the real 
(inflation-adjusted) capital cost increases in coal plants in the 1970s was 
attributable to new equipment to reduce environmental pollution: sulfur di
oxide scrubbers, particulate control upgradings, and miscellaneous improve
ments ranging from ash disposal to noise abatement. 

No such itemization of cost increases was possible for nuclear plants due 
to their considerable engineering variability and the pervasive interconnec
tions among internal plant systems affected by design changes. The com
prehensive account of nuclear design and construction changes developed in 
Chapter 4 strongly suggests, however, that design and equipment changes to 
reduce the hazards of nuclear power generation underlay most of the real past 
increases in nuclear costs. 

Analysis Of Regulatory Changes: This study examines currently out-
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standing environmental and safety issues whose resolution will further in
crease the costs of nuclear and coal plants . It establishes that future coal plants 
should be able to reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide , particulates , and oxides 
of nitrogen to less than one-fourth of the average emissions from coal plants 
completed in 1978, which in turn are almost two-thirds less than 1971-plant 
emissions. This will require approximately the same increase in real per
kilowatt costs as that experienced during 1971-78 (this conclusion assigns the 
cost of "first-generation" scrubbers to 1978 plants). 

The costs of future nuclear safety improvements could not be itemized, 
because of the reasons given above and also because some improvements will 
probably be required to remedy defects that will be revealed through future 
operating experience and licensing reviews. Nevertheless , Chapters 5 and 6 
demonstrate that implementing existing requirements, disposing of "unre
solved safety issues,'' and rehabilitating nuclear power regulation in the wake 
of the Three Mile Island accident will prevent design stabilization and cause 
large new cost increases. 

Development Of A Statistical Model Of Capital Costs : The statistical 
analysis of past cost increases and consideration of the impetus behind new 
safety and environmental requirements together suggest a new approach for 
estimating future cost increases for nuclear plants. The power industry's cost 
projection method, engineering estimation, is applicable only to coal plants, 
for which regulatory changes are reasonably predictable and are confined to 
specific plant systems . It has failed for over a decade to predict nuclear costs 
reliably, and for good reason: the accurate itemization of construction labor, 
materials, and equipment which engineering estimation requires is impossible 
when continual engineering and regulatory changes cause ''as-built'' plants to 
differ radically from the original conceptual designs upon which the intemiza
tions are based. 

Instead, in this study future nuclear costs are projected from the hypothe
sis that real increases in nuclear capital costs occur more or less in concert with 
expansion of the nuclear generating sector. This "sector-size" hypothesis is 
supported by a detailed review of the development of nuclear regulatory 
requirements (Chapter 3) . This review shows that expansion of the nuclear 
sector created the conditions for the past increases in regulatory standards
increases which, in tum, were responsible for most of the past rise in real 
reactor costs. The sector-size hypothesis is also supported by the statistical 
analysis of past nuclear costs: using nuclear sector size as a proxy for regula
tory change, the analysis obtained an extraordinarily high "goodness of 
fit"-a 92% correlation between projected and actual costs . This exceeds not 
only that in Bupp's or Mooz's analyses but also the fit obtained when time 
rather than sector size is used to represent the increase in safety standards.c Fi-

c. The calculations of 1971-78 nuclear and coal plant cost increases do not depend upon 
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nally, use of the sector size hypothesis to project nuclear costs is supported by 
the coal cost analysis: future coal capital costs projected by extrapolating the 
past, observed relationship between coal plant costs and coal sector size 
coincide with the projections derived through engineering estimates of the 
costs of advanced new control equipment required to meet anticipated more 
stringent environmental standards. 

To be sure, the sector-size model does not replicate the complete array of 
forces leading to new standards and higher costs for nuclear plants. It does not 
explicitly reflect: regulatory lag between detection and correction of safety 
problems; oil price rises that appear to make alternative energy sources more 
vulnerable to regulatory action; or the singular impact of Three Mile Island, 
which will almost certainly swell the already considerable tendency of reactor 
operating experience to add to nuclear costs. Nevertheless, the model cap
tures, more successfully than prior explanations, the processes that brought 
forth costly regulatory requirements during nuclear power's expansion in the 
1970s. Thus it provides the best existing tool for estimating future nuclear 
capital costs so long as the nuclear sector continues to grow. It is certainly 
superior to engineering estimation, which is inherently unsuited to nuclear 
power's dynamic regulatory situation. 

Moreover, the sector-size model's projection that nuclear plants under
taken today will cost approximately 75% more to construct than comparable 
coal-fired plants represents a modest extrapolation of cost experience in the 
1970s. The implied 1978-88 increase in the ratio of nuclear to coal capital costs 
is 16%; between 1971 and 1978, the actual, measured increase in the cost ratio 
was 43%. In order to fulfill the conventional forecasts by nuclear power 
advocates of a 10-25% differential between future nuclear and coal capital 
costs, nuclear construction costs would have to fall by 20-30% relative to those 
of coal. No credible evidence has been offered to support this highly improb
able reversal of past experience. 

Analysis Of Other Cost Factors: Finally, cost factors other than capital 
costs that will affect total plant generating costs-capacity factors, fuel costs, 
operating and maintenance costs, and financing charges-were projected here 
on the basis of careful study of empirical data. Moreover, considerable con
servatism (assumptions favorable to nuclear power) was built into the projec
tion of most cost factors, as can be seen from examining the assumed values of 
two especially significant variables: nuclear capacity factor and coal fuel cost. 

Because nuclear plants are very expensive to build but relatively in
expensive to operate, their generating costs are sensitive to their on-line 
performance rate, or capacity factor. Future nuclear plants, which will all 
exceed 800 megawatts capacity and will average I 150 MW, are assumed here 

the sector size formulation. Statistical models employing the date of construction start yield 
comparable results. 
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to generate at 60% capacity factors over their 30-year life. A lower projection 
could easily be justified on the basis of actual experience. Nuclear plants over 
800 MW capacity now account for almost two-thirds of commercial reactors 
and well over half of commercial reactor operating experience, but they have 
averaged only 54% capacity factor to date, and only 55.3% in the five years 
since the author published his projection of 55% performance. 7 Projections of 
65-75% capacity factors by nuclear power advocates-the same institutions 
that formerly anticipated 75-80% performance and derided the author's 55% 
projection8-assume that reactors will "mature" at rates far exceeding the 
very modest improvements evident in actual experience. 

Coal-electric generating costs are particularly sensitive to fuel costs. A 
mere I% deviation from the assumed annual rate of real escalation in the 
delivered cost of coal translates into an approximate 10% difference in the total 
lifetime generating cost of a new coal-fired power plant. For purposes of 
projecting total generating costs in this study, it was assumed that the annual 
rate of increase from the actual 1979 average cost of mining and transporting 
coal would be 2.3% greater than the average inflation rate for other industrial 
commodities over the next 40 years. This would duplicate coal's real rate of 
cost increase during 1974-79, a period marked by large increases in coal 
mining, chronic labor-management strife, and significant investment and 
operating expenditures to adapt to new health, safety, and environmental 
requirements. These factors will undoubtedly cause costs to increase in the 
future, but probably at diminishing rates, as evidenced by the real declines in 
the average cost of coal delivered to utilities in both 1979 and 1980. (The 1980 
decline was ignored in projecting costs here; including it in the post-1974 
increase rate used for extrapolation would have reduced projected average coal 
generating costs by 6%, as discussed in Section 11.3.) Indeed, the future cost 
of coal projected here is greater than that assumed by most nuclear proponents 
(see Table 11.3). 

Section 1.3: Scope Of This Book 

This study has deliberately been limited to the capital costs, and, to a 
lesser extent, the total generating costs, of new nuclear and coal-fired power 
plants. Other important issues in nuclear and coal economics are not addressed 
here, including: 
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• costs and extent of alternatives to central-station power genera
tion, including improved end-use efficiency, renewable energy 
sources, and cogeneration; 

• costs of retrofitting emission control systems and accident-pre
vention or mitigation equipment onto existing coal and nuclear 
plants; 
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• past and present subsidization of nuclear and coal electrical 
generation through government research and development, tax 
and depreciation allowances, and federal assumption of indirect 
fuel-cycle costs such as black lung compensation, "orphan" 
strip mines and mill tailings, uranium enrichment, etc. 

The estimates developed here of the direct costs to electric utilities of 
investments in new nuclear and coal-fired plants provide benchmarks for 
assessing these issues, however. The author particularly hopes that these 
estimates will improve the rigor of cost comparisons of electricity supply with 
alternative, non-central-station technologies for providing energy services, 
such as end-use efficiency improvements. 

Similarly, this study has not attempted to recommend whether public 
policy should favor coal-fired power plants over nuclear facilities under con
struction or being planned. Such a determination requires consideration of 
many critical factors that elude expression in a simple per-kWh formulation of 
generating costs and are outside the scope of this book. They include: the 
health, safety, and environmental effects of nuclear and coal generation; the 
contribution of fossil-fuel burning to the build-up of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere; the linkage between nuclear power growth in the United States 
and the development of nuclear weapons technology here and abroad; and the 
comparative employment, social, and political implications of energy growth 
in the form of central-station power supplies vis-a-vis growth through im
proved efficiency of energy use and development of renewable resources. 

The study has found that future coal-fired plants can be expected to 
generate electricity at considerably less cost than future nuclear plants, al
though both types of plants will be much more expensive, in real terms, than 
their counterparts today. This finding applies throughout the United States, as 
Chapter 12 shows. Nevertheless, readers should adapt the generic approach of 
the study to local conditions, as appropriate. This is true particularly for the 
projected cost of coal fuel, which varies considerably among regions. Con
versely, where utilities project that new nuclear plants will cost much less than 
estimated here, readers are urged to examine the extent to which those projec
tions require, contrary to the evidence presented in Chapters 5 and 6, that 
nuclear regulatory requirements more or less stabilize in the future. 

Although the analysis presented here implies that many reactors in early 
construction could probably be abandoned and replaced by new coal facilities 
with little or no economic penalty, the book does not attempt to assess the 
impact of such substitutions on electricity supply or coal markets. These 
effects of nuclear cancellations are largely outside the scope of this study and 
merit further assessment, although data developed here, such as construction 
durations of nuclear and coal plants, are relevant to such analyses.ct 

d. The effect on air quality of replacing planned nuclear capacity would also be of 
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Finally, the issues addressed here could be explored profitably in greater 
detail, and the data and analysis extended and revised as events change and 
new perceptions emerge. The statistical correlations can be updated and 
refined as more plants are completed and new causal hypotheses are advanced. 
The costs of recent design and regulatory changes will become more apparent 
as time passes, and prospective further changes will come into sharper focus . 
The underlying processes that give rise to increased regulatory requirements 
particularly deserve greater study. 9 Projections of other relevant cost factors, 
such as capacity factors, fuel costs, and reactor decommissioning, need con
tinual checking against actual experience. 

The author has endeavored throughout to state all his methods and 
assumptions, to express costs in constant dollars for comparability with other 
estimates, and, most importantly, to project future trends on the basis of hard, 
empirical evidence. Future efforts by others should do the same. 
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2 
Summary: 
Cost Escalation 
At Nuclear And 
Coal Power Plants 

Efforts to contain the societal costs of electricity generation from coal 
and nuclear power have grown as the coal and nuclear generating sectors have 
expanded. Measures to limit coal-generated pollution and to reduce nuclear 
accident hazards added significantly to the costs of building power plants in 
the United States during the 1970s. These measures have had a far greater 
effect on nuclear plants, causing the average ratio of nuclear to coal capital 
(construction) costs to increase from roughly 1.05 in 1971 to over 1.5 in 1978. 
If past relationships between sector expansion and regulatory stringency 
continue, by the late 1980s nuclear plants will cost at least 75% more to build 
than will coal plants incorporating advanced emission controls; nuclear gen
erating costs would then significantly exceed those of coal. 

Section 2.1: Introduction 

Over the lifetime of new electric-generating plants, capital costs will 
account for approximately two-thirds of total generating costs for nuclear and 
one-third for coal plants. Accordingly, capital costs are central to the relative 
economics of new nuclear and coal plants. They also strongly affect the 
competitiveness of both nuclear and coal plants with cogeneration, renewable 
energy sources, and improved end-use efficiency - a critical issue, but 
beyond the scope of this book. 

The capital costs of the first nuclear plants completed on a commercial 
basis in the early 1970s were only slightly greater than those of contemporane
ous coal plants, but costs for both plant types have increased rapidly since then. 
Although inflation in construction wages and material prices has been a major 
contributory factor, increased environmental and safety standards have played 
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a particularly important role. 
Most representatives of the power industry, the federal government, and 

the technical and policy communities have argued that future environmental 
and safety standards will affect nuclear and coal plants equally and will not 
cause major differences in capital costs. Of 12 predicted nuclear-coal capital 
cost ratios cited in the 1977 Ford-Mitre report on nuclear power, the highest 
was only 1.23. 1 Commonwealth Edison of Chicago, the nation's largest 
nuclear utility, believes that its new nuclear plants will cost only 8% more to 
build than coal plants. 2 The federal Department of Energy (DOE) projects an 
18% difference, 3 and the Committee on Nuclear and Alternative Energy 
Systems of the National Academy of Sciences projects the difference to be in 
the 0-25% range. 4 

If these forecasts were accurate, new nuclear plants, which will cost less 
to operate than new coal units, would probably have slightly lower life-cycle 
generating costs. Such forecasts underlie the present plans of U.S. utilities to 
almost triple nuclear generating capacity by 1990 from the 54 gigawatts (GW) 
operating in early 1981 , and they suggest that new orders will be forthcoming 
when the current surplus of generating capacity is used up. 

The projections of nearly equal future nuclear and coal capital costs are, 
however, belied by experience: the average ratio of nuclear to coal capital costs 
of plants completed in the late 1970s, after adjustment to eliminate the effects 
of inflation and add the costs of sulfur dioxide scrubbers to coal plants, was 
more than 1.5 to I. Moreover, the ratio increased steadily throughout the 
1970s, and an examination of the impetus behind new regulatory standards 
suggests that the trend toward higher nuclear capital costs relative to coal will 
continue for some time. 

Section 2.2: Prior Capital Cost Analyses 

Virtually all nuclear plants completed in the 1970s cost much more to 
construct than originally estimated by reactor manufacturers and electric 
utilities, even after adjusting for the effects of inflation. 5 The failure to predict 
accurately nuclear capital costs reflects a fundamental limitation in the power 
industry's technique of engineering estimation, which employs conceptual 
plant designs to calculate the labor, materials, equipment, and engineering 
effort needed to build a plant. The technique requires that the scope of work be 
known at the start of construction, yet nuclear plants, as the largest reactor 
builder has noted, are subject to "new requirements ... imposed after the 
design and construction are well advanced, requiring substantial rework that 
increases both schedule and cost. " 6 The 1979 nuclear accident at Three Mile 
Island (TMI), moreover, has provoked a thorough and still-continuing re
appraisal of nuclear regulation that promises to produce many new, more 
stringent standards. 
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Only two major empirical studies of nuclear capital costs were published 
in the 1970s, neither by the power industry. Both demonstrated that nuclear 
costs to date were increasing rapidly over time (after adjusting for inflation) 
and, thus, cast doubt upon engineering estimates which anticipate little or no 
future real increases in capital costs . But neither study can be used to project 
future relative coal and nuclear costs . Bupp et a/ .7 found far higher rates of 
cost increase for nuclear than for coal plants, but their data base is now six 
years old and includes no scrubbers for coal plants, which some claim have 
offset increases in nuclear costs. Mooz's more recent analyses8 of nuclear 
costs employed more explanatory variables and a larger data base, but the 
absence of a coal plant analysis precluded comparison of escalation rates . 

Moreover, both Bupp and Mooz attributed all nuclear cost increases not 
accounted for by construction inflation to the passage of time, assuming that 
costs increase linearly (by a constant amount) with calendar year. Their models 
contained no explanatory variables that would allow one to predict whether the 
cost increases would continue at past rates, accelerate, or diminish . The 
authors implicitly recognized this limitation by stating that they did not believe 
their analyses had predictive value. 

This book extends Bupp's and Mooz's work in three major respects: 

• It uses a larger, more current data base for both coal and nuclear 
plants, one which reflects the impacts of scrubbers and other 
recent changes in regulatory standards. Accordingly, it provides 
a comprehensive, up-to-date view of power plant cost exper
ience during the 1970s and permits calculation of nuclear and 
coal capital costs based on 1978 regulatory standards and con
struction costs . 

• It analyzes the changes in plant design requirements and con
struction conditions that accounted for most of the' 'real'' (infla
tion-adjusted) cost increases in the 1970s and those that will 
probably cause further increases in the 1980s. The analysis is 
particularly useful in estimating the costs of future coal-fired 
plants with advanced pollution controls. It also demonstrates 
that many unresolved nuclear safety issues will make it difficult 
to stabilize plant designs. 

• It formulates an hypothesis to explain the underlying factors that 
caused coal and nuclear regulatory standards, and hence costs, 
to increase in the 1970s. The hypothesis is developed in con
siderable detail for nuclear plants and is used to generate a 
first-order projection of future nuclear capital costs. 

Section 2.3: Cost Increases, 1971-1978 

To measure past increases in capital costs, a cost data base was compiled 
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for all U.S. nuclear and coal units greater than I 00 megawatts (MW) capacity 
that achieved commercial operation from December 31, 1971 to December 31, 
1977 (for coal) and to December 31, 1978 (for nuclear)." It includes all reactors 
constructed on a commercial basis through the end of 1978: 46 units totaling 
39,265 MW capacity, ranging from 514 to 1130 MW each. The 116 coal units 
total 70,509 MW ( 114-1300 MW). 

Capital cost data were obtained from utility records published by the 
federal Energy Information Administration, as described in Chapters 8 and 9. 
Costs are expressed there in "mixed current dollars," i.e., as the sum of all 
dollars expended in the different years of construction, including interest 
during construction (IDC) paid by the utility on capital borrowed during 
construction. To control for widely varying rates of inflation and interest 
during the sample period, costs were converted to 1979 dollars without roc. 
using the Handy-Whitman Index of Public Utility Construction Costs, a semi
annual compilation of wages, material prices, and other factor costs in steam
electric plant construction (see Appendix 3). 9 This converts all costs to com
parable "steam-plant construction dollars," permitting isolation of cost in
creases caused by changes in the characteristics of plants- a major focus of 
this analysis. 

Even with costs expressed in constant 1979 steam-plant dollars, the 
nuclear and coal samples are not fully comparable because of differences in a 
variety of variables. Therefore, multiple regression analyses were employed 
to control for the effects of unit size, construction of multiple units, geographi
cal location, use of cooling towers and scrubbers, and the number of reactors 
built by the architect-engineer (A-E). Only variables with a statistical signifi
cance level of 95% or better were included, with one minor exception (see 
Section 9.1). The dependent variable- that is, the variable correlated with 
these factors- was capital cost-per-kilowatt of design capacity, b adjusted to 
constant steam-plant dollars as described above. 

After all adjustments, including that for inflation, capital costs were 
found to have increased persistently throughout the period of the study ( 1971-
78). To allow for this phenomenon in the regression analysis, two alternative 
formulations were examined . In one model, capital costs were assumed to be 
related to time in addition to all the other variables; in the other model, they 
were assumed to be related to the size of the respective power-generating 

a . The data base excludes four reactors completed pursuant to fixed-fee contracts during 
1972-73. because some costs were absorbed by the vendors and did not appear in the utilities' 
costs. Inclusion of these units would increase the apparent nuclear cost increase rate computed 
below . 1978 coal data were not available for this study . 

b. Design capacity is maximum nameplate generator rating (coal) and original design 
electrical ratings prior to their late-1976 revisions by the NRC (nuclear). These ratings are used in 
Chapter I I to estimate capacity factors. See Sections 8 . 1 and 9 . I for further discussion of 
capacity ratings . 
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sector. Time was measured by the date each nuclear plant received its con
struction permit and each coal-fired boiler was ordered from a vendor. Sector 
size was defined as the megawatts of nuclear or coal capacity operating or 
being built on these same dates. 

Both formulations reflect the effect on costs of the upgrading of nuclear 
and coal regulatory standards over time. The formulation with sector size was 
devised because it appears to capture more of the societal processes that give 
rise to new standards, as discussed in Section 2.5 and Chapter 3. The calcu
lated costs of 1971 and 1978 plants are relatively independent of which 
formulation is employed, however. The choice of sector size or time is im
portant primarily for estimatingfuture capital costs. 

The results of the regression analysis are described in detail in Chapters 8 
and 9. The models with sector size, shown in Tables 8.1 and 9.1, explain most 
of the variance in costs-92% for nuclear, and 68% for coal-considerably 
more than in Bupp's or Mooz's analyses.c Key findings are as follows: 

Time or Sector Size: Costs measured in the model employing calendar 
year grew by 24% per year for nuclear plants and by 6% annually for coal. 
Alternatively, costs were proportional to the .58 power of sector size for 
nuclear and the .61 power for coal, so that an approximately 50% real cost 
increase was associated with each nuclear or coal sectoral doubling. This is 
shown for nuclear plants in Figure 2. I . However, the coal sector was more than 
14 times as large as the nuclear sector in 1971 , so its 75 GW expansion to 1978 
represents a far smaller percentage increase (53%) than the 46 GW increase for 
nuclear (467%); thus coal expansion was associated with a much smaller 
increase in capital costs. 

The rates of increase exclude mitigating effects such as greater architect
engineer experience (for nuclear) and exacerbating effects such as addition of 
scrubbers (for coal). Composite nuclear and coal cost increase rates that 
incorporate these effects are presented below. 

Unit Size: Nuclear per-kW costs were proportional to the -.20 power of 
unit size, i.e., declining 13% for each doubling in sized -a cost reduction less 
than half that projected by the power industry and the federal government. 10 

Coal plant costs were not affected by unit size, notwithstanding prevailing 
estimates of I 0-15% cost reductions per size doubling. 1 1 

Multiple Units: Identical nuclear or coal units built consecutively at one 

c. the highest r2 (goodness offit) values in Bupp eta/. were 64o/c for nuclear and 43% for 
coal. Mooz reached 76% in his nuclear analysis . 

d . Incorporating the greater cost of interest during construction (adjusted for inflation) 
for larger reactors reduces the nuclear capital cost reduction per size doubling to 10%. 
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Figure 2.1 

Costs Of Nuclear Plants In The United States 
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Figure 2.2 

Power Plant Capital Costs 
(in 1979 steam-plant $/kW, 

with real interest during construction) 

887 

1374 

Year Completed (projected) 

Costs were synthesized by applying nuclear and coal cost regressions to "standard 
plants" as described in text. Costs of 1971 and 1978 plants vary little with the 
regression model employed. 1978 and 1988 coal plants include scrubbers. See 
Table 2. I for breakdown of costs of coal plant pollution controls. Real interest 
during construction (!DC) accounts for between 6% and 15% of total plant costs. 
See Table 10.10 for IDC's share of each plant's cost. 

site cost 10% less than other units, evidently because of shared planning and 
facilities as well as "learning" in design and construction.e 

Architect-Engineer Experience: Nuclear costs declined by 7% for each 

e. The cost savings from building multiple units and the limited savings from building 
large units imply that, during the 1970s, large single plants could have been replaced by twin 
half-size units at no increase in capital costs (nuclear) and at a 10% savings (coal). These results 
do not reflect a further advantage of small units-their higher average generating performance 
compared to large plants (see Sections 11.1 and 11.2). 
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Figure 2.3 

Power Plant Construction Durations 
(in years) 
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II Nuclear 
6.5 

5.5 

8.1 

Year Completed 1971 1978 1988 
(projected) 

Durations are measured from construction permit award (nuclear) or boiler order 
(coal) to commercial service date. They were synthesized by applying nuclear and 
coal duration regressions to "standard plants" as described in te;~~t . Durations of 
1971 and 1978 plants vary little with the regression model employed. 

doubling in the number of plants constructed by an A-E, a relatively modest 
"learning" effect. 

Scrubbers: Systems for controlling sulfur dioxide added 26% to coal 
plant costs, or $120/kilowatt (kW) (in 1979 steam-plant dollars). 12 

Costs of Standard Plants: To measure the combined effects of the above 
cost factors during the 1970s, two sets of ''standard plants'' were defined, one 
representing those completed in late 1971, just prior to the start of the study 
period, and the second corresponding to the last plants in the sample, com-
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Table 2.1 

Pollution Control Costs For New Coal Plants 
(in mid-1979 steam-plant $/kW) 

Aclual Projected 

Pollutant 1971 1978 1988 

Particulates 20 60 65-80 

S01 120 140-1 80 

NO, 10 60-90 

Solid Waste 0-5 5 30-45 

Other 5 45 65-75 

TOTAL 25-30 240 360-470 

INCREASE 210-215 120-230 

See Chapter 7 for derivation of costs . All costs are calculated using 1978 standard 
plant characteristics (Table 10.3) for consistency . Real interest during construc
tion accounts for 8% of total costs . 

pleted in late 1978. 13 Their characteristics, shown in Table 10.3, mirror the 
data base, except that geographical characteristics were merged to avoid 
regional bias. A scrubber was also specified for the 1978 standard coal plant 
(whereas about half of recent coal plants lack scrubbers, using low-sulfur coal 
instead to meet emission standards) . 

Costs calculated for plants with these characteristics are shown in Figure 
2 . 2 . Approximately 6-10% of their costs are contributed by real interest during 
construction (Section 10.4), which is proportional to plant construction time 
and the real cost of money for uti! ities. 14 Typical construction periods for 1971 
and 1978 plants were calculated from separate regressions for construction 
duration; they increased from 4'h to 5 years for coal and from 5V2 to 6'h years 
for nuclear, as shown in Figure 2.3. 

Costs shown in Figure 2. 2 are expressed in 1979 steam-plant dollars and 
thus appear greater than costs of most completed plants since the latter are 
reported in mixed-current dollars which reflect earlier, cheaper material prices 
and wage rates. From 1971 to 1978 , the capital cost of the standard nuclear 
plant increased by 142% (13 .5% annually) or $520/kW in 1979 steam-plant 
dollars . For coal plants, the typical 1971-78 real increase was 68% (7 . 7% 
annually), or approximately $240/kW, of which scrubbers accounted for half. 
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Figure 2.4 

Emissions Of Criteria Air Pollutants 
By Typical New Coal Plants 

(pounds of pollutant per million Btu of coal burned) 

Original NSPS ~~Oo..>o."'f 

New 1978 plant IT.:"""rn 

1.0 

NewNSPS 

See Chapter 7 for has is of estimates and comparison with oil-fired plants . 

Thus, the ratio of typical nuclear to coal capital costs increased from 1.06 
in 1971 to 1.52 in 1978, assuming the addition of scrubbers to 1978 coal plants; 
without scrubbers, the 1978 ratio was I . 91 . The 1978 cost ratio far exceeds the 
highest nuclear-coal capital cost ratio projected by industry and government 
for future plants. It indicates that recently completed nuclear plants may not 
show life-cycle cost advantages over comparable coal facilities. 15 

Section 2.4: Cost Increases And Regulatory Changes, 1971-
1978 

Because the cost increase figures above are in addition to wage and 
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material inflation, they had to result from increases in the quantity of labor, 
materials. equipment, and engineering required to build power plants In turn, 
these increases were occasioned almost entirely by the application of more 
stringent environmental and safety standards to coal and nuclear plants. 

Coal: Most of the real (inflation-adjusted) increase in the cost to con
struct coal plants in the 1970s went for equipment to control the three major air 
pollutants produced in coal combustion: particulates, sulfur dioxide, and 
nitrogen oxides. The collection efficiencies of electrostatic precipitators were 
improved from the former 97% average to 99.5% to enable them to capture 
smaller particulates, adding an average of $40/kW to capital costs, as Table 
2. I shows. Installation of "first-generation" scrubbers that remove an aver
age of75% of sulfur dioxide from the stack added an average of $120/kW, and 
boiler modifications reducing nitrogen oxide emissions by 35% added about 
$1 0/k W. In return for these expenditures, the typical 1978-completed coal 
plant produces 64% less "criteria pollutants" than a typical 1971 plant -
surpassing the average 55% reduction required by the original New Source 
Performance Standards (NSPS) promulgated by the federal Environmental 
Protection Agency (Figure 2.4). The new coal plants are slightly cleaner than 
typical oil-burning plants, as discussed in Chapter 7 . 

Other environmental improvements- better emission monitoring. safer 
disposal of waste ash, increased use of cooling towers, and abatement of 
construction pollution, liquid effluent, and noise- cost an average of $4_5/ 
kW. All told, new equipment to reduce the environmental impact of coal plants 
absorbed 90% of the total increase in the real capital costs of coal plants during 
the 1970s. r 

Nuclear: The costs of increased regulatory standards cannot be itemized 
for nuclear plants as they were for coal. Changes in nuclear design or equip
ment requirements tend to cause indirect, site-specific changes in diverse 
supporting equipment that are hard to identify and even more difficult to 
quantify. But although cost estimates are not available for each specific 
change. nuclear design and construction changes in the 1970s were neverthe
less extensive and costly. 

One key indicator of regulatory standards, the number of Atomic Energy 
Commission (AEC) and Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) "regulatory 
guides" stipulating acceptable design and construction practices for reactor 
systems and equipment, grew almost seven-fold, from 21 at the end of 1971 to 
143 at the end of 1978. Professional engineering societies developed new 
nuclear standards at an even faster rate (often in anticipation of AEC/NRC 

f. The remaining IOo/c is reasonably attributable to the modest real increase in IDC caused 

by lengthened construction and higher real interest rates and to design and construction improve

ments to raise operating reliability . 
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regulations). 16 These led to more stringent (and costly) manufacturing, test
ing, and performance criteria for structural materials such as concrete and 
steel, and for basic components such as valves, pumps, and cables. 

Requirements such as these had a profound effect on nuclear plants 
during the 1970s. Major structures were strengthened and pipe restraints added 
to absorb seismic shocks and other postulated "loads" identified in accident 
analyses. Barriers were installed and distances increased to prevent fires. 
flooding, and other "common-mode" accidents from incapacitating both 
primary and back-up groups of vital equipment. Similar measures were taken 
to shield equipment from high-speed missile fragments that might be loosed 
from rotating machinery or from the pressure and fluid effects of possible pipe 
ruptures. Instrumentation, control, and power systems were expanded to 
monitor more plant factors under a broadened range of operating situations and 
to improve the reliability of safety systems. Components deemed important to 
safety were ''qualified'' to perform under more demanding conditions, requir
ing more rigorous fabrication, testing, and documentation of their manufac
turing history. 

Over the course of the 1970s, these changes approximately doubled the 
amounts of materials, equipment, and labor and tripled the design engineering 
effort required per unit of nuclear capacity, according to the Atomic Industrial 
Forum. 17 They also increased the real costs of many construction commodi
ties. Moreover, because many changes were mandated during construction
as new information relevant to safety emerged- much construction lacked a 
fixed scope and had to be let under cost-plus contracts that undercut efforts to 
economize. Completed work was sometimes modified or removed, often with 
a ''ripple effect'' on related systems. Construction sequences were frequently 
altered and schedules for equipment delivery were upset, contributing to poor 
labor productivity and hampering management efforts to improve construction 
efficiency. In general, reactors in the 1970s were built increasingly in an 
''environment of constant change'' 18 that precluded control or even estimation 
of costs and which magnified the direct cost impacts of new regulations and 
design changes. 

Section 2.5: The Impetus Behind New Regulatory 
Requirements 

The major force behind the real increase in power plant costs in the 1970s 
was the imposition of increasingly stringent regulatory requirements. The 
same will be true for the future. Thus if we can anticipate future regulatory 
trends, we can gain substantial insight into the probable future course of power 
plant costs. 

This is a fairly straightforward matter for coal: most new environmental 
regulations are reasonably predictable, and, since they affect specific plant 
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systems, their costs are roughly quantifiable. Nuclear plants, however, present 
a major difficulty: many safety requirements that will affect future reactors 
have not yet been promulgated- indeed, some will be occasioned by prob
lems identified during future operating experience. Moreover, even the costs 
of those future requirements known today are not calculable on a generic basis 
since they frequently affect so many internal plant systems that their impact 
will vary both with plant design and the stage of construction. 

But, even if specific future nuclear regulatory standards and their costs 
cannot be determined in advance, prior experience may nevertheless provide a 
means of approximating their overall rate of application . Increased regulatory 
stringency appears to be closely related to expansion of the nuclear sector
the amount of nuclear capacity operating and under construction - and to 
increased reactor operating experience . This conclusion is suggested by the 
remarkably high (92%) "goodness of fit" (agreement between predicted and 
actual costs) attained when increases in nuclear costs in the 1970s are cor
related with increases in nuclear sector size (Section 2.3). It is also supported 
by an historical analysis, reported in Chapter 3 and summarized here, of 
growth in nuclear regulations. 

One factor motivating this growth has been regulators' desire to reduce 
the risks per reactor as the number of plants increases . As nuclear pioneer and 
proponent Alvin Weinberg wrote following the Three Mile Island accident in 
1979, '' [f]or nuclear energy to grow in usefulness, the accident probability per 
reactor will simply have to diminish.'' 19 Otherwise, nuclear expansion could 
lead to such a high rate of accidents per year that the public's confidence in 
nuclear power would collapse and plants would be forced to close. 

Weinberg's prescription has many antecedents. The Advisory Commit
tee on Reactor Safeguards, an influential body of senior nuclear scientists 
attached to the AEC. wrote in recommending improved inspection of reactor 
vessels in I 965, 

[T]he orderly growth of the industry, with concomitant increase in the 
number. size, power level and proximity of nuclear power reactors to large 
population centers will. in the future. make desirable, even prudent, 
incorporating [stricter design standards 1 in many reactors. 20 

Similarly, AEC staff, in recommending back~up shutdown systems to prevent 
events in which the control rods fail to "scram" (shut down) the reactor during 
an accident (events known as Anticipated Transients Without Scram, or 
ATWS), wrote in 1973, 

26 

The present likelihood of a severe ATWS event is . .. acceptably small, in 
view of the limited number of plants now in operation ... As more plants 
are built, however, the overall chance of ATWS will increase. and the staff 
believes that design improvemehts are appropriate to maintain and to 
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improve further the safety margins provided for the protection of the 
public. 21 

A second factor contributing to new regulations is the public's increasing 
awareness of and concern about nuclear hazards . This has put pressure on 
elected officials and regulators to reduce nuclear risks in order to make nuclear 
expansion more acceptable to the public. Citizen interventions and protests 
have been blamed for increasing costs through delay, but most such increases 
were negligible in real (inflation-adjusted) terms for reactors completed in the 
1970s: delays caused by citizen challenges generally affected reactor licens
ing, not construction, and reactors which took longer to license did not have 
inordinately high capital costs (seep. 205) . Far more importantly, intervenors 
and expert critics have identified new safety concerns, such as emergency 
cooling criteria and cable separation, and have generally made the regulatory 
staff "considerably more cautious and conservative" 22 in licensing and rule
making hearings and in internal formulation of regulatory policy. 

New regulations also arise from detection of previously unrecognized 
reactor defects. Reviews of new plants by the reactor manufacturers and 
AEC/NRC have provided one such means of detection. For example, General 
Electric and Westinghouse discovered potentially large dynamic forces that 
could affect reactor containment structures and reactor vessel supports, re
spectively, in accident analyses performed for licensing reviews of new plants 
in the mid-1970s . Other safety issues leading to new regulatory standards, 
including seismic and tornado protection, quality assurance problems, main 
steamline breaks. and intermingling of systems for reactor operation and 
shutdown, have been identified in reviewing individual reactor applications 
and have been applied subsequently to other plants. 

Even more importantly, many unanticipated safety problems have been 
revealed by operating experience. Contrary to early expectations, increased 
reactor operation has generally warranted widening rather than reducing de
sign margins. The "lack of perfection in design, construction and operation" 
of early reactors prompted the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards to 
advocate use of more back-up safety systems . 23 Fuel leaks , pipe cracks, and 
malfunctioning components later formed what NRC called a "considerable 
body of operating reactor experience [indicating] the need for expanded tech
nical review in areas previously thought to be not sufficiently important to 
warrant,much attention. " 24 

Adverse operating experience has also given rise to numerous regulatory 
guides and "unresolved safety issues." Major examples are the 1975 Browns 
Ferry fire, which led to costly new rules for fireproof construction and ventila
tion; reactor control breakdowns in 1978-80 due to power failures to instru
ments that have prompted consideration of increased separation of "safety" 
from "non-safety" instruments (Section 5 .4); and the 1979 TMI accident, 
which has sparked an across-the-board review of fundamental regulatory 
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premises. 
The origins of nuclear regulatory standards are varied and complex, but 

the above discussion suggests that nuclear capacity growth and increased 
reactor operating experience have been the major causes of new requirements. 
Growth in the number of plants has engendered greater public concern over 
nuclear power hazards, has generated new licensing reviews in which safety 
problems were discovered and has forced regulators to endeavor to reduce 
per-plant risks to contain the industry-wide probability of a serious accident. 
Increased operating experience, similarly, has unearthed safety defects requir
ing remedial regulatory action. In addition, the enlarged regulatory effort 
required to oversee an expanding nuclear sector has necessitated greater 
documentation and standardization of regulatory requirements, generally at a 
more stringent level. 

Growth in size of the sector also underlay the rise in real costs of coal 
plants. Expansion of coal-fired generating capacity in the 1960s and 1970s 
aggravated that sector's environmental impact, both nationwide and in new 
regions previously without large-scale coal use, such as the Four Comers 
region in the Southwest. Public outcry over these potential impacts led to more 
stringent and costly pollution control requirements . Similarly, concern over 
acid rain, which is also a product of expanded electricity generation from coal 
(although disproportionately from earlier, poorly controlled plants), may 
cause coal emission control requirements to be tightened further. 

Section 2.6: Regulatory Standards And Capital Costs In The 
1980s 

The preceding discussion indicates that the real capital costs of new 
nuclear and coal plants will increase further (in addition to increases caused by 
general inflation) as regulatory standards become still more stringent in the 
future. New standards and their costs for typical plants assumed to be com
pleted in 1988 are investigated in Chapters 5-7 and are outlined below . 

Coal Standards and Costs: EPA has promulgated stricter New Source 
Performance Standards for coal plants ordered after September 1978 (Figure 
2.4). But for purposes of estimating 1988 coal plant costs here, future emission 
rates have been geared to emerging control technology and assumed to be 
approximately two-thirds less than those specified by the new NSPS . This 
implies a 76% emission reduction compared to plants completed in 1978, and 
91% compared to 1971 plants (see Table 2 .2). This striking improvement- to 
a level cleaner than existing plants burning low-sulfur oil (Figs. 7.2 and 7 .3)
would enable utilities to significantly expand coal-generated electricity with
out exacerbating acid rain and most other emission-related effects of burning 
coal. 
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Pollutant 

Sulfur Dioxide 

Particulates 

Nitrogen Oxides 

Average 
Reduction 

Table 2.2 

Percentage Reductions In Emissions 
By Typical New Coal Plants 

Actual ProJected 

From 1971 From 1978 
to 1978 to 1988 

74% 80% 

83% 80% 

35% 69% 

64% 76% 

From 1971 
to 1988 

95o/c 

97% 

80o/r 

91% 

Obtaining these and other pollutant reductions is likely to add between 
$120/kW and $230/kW (in 1979 steam-plant dollars) to the costs of 1978 coal 
plants, as estimated in Chapter 7 and shown in Table 2. I . Most of the increase 
will go for nitrogen oxide control devices and improved solid waste disposal 
methods, since upgrading particulate and sulfur dioxide removal will probably 
cost less than past ( 1971-78) improvements. Baghouse filters appear capable 
of capturing 99.9% of particulate emissions for only I 0-30% higher cost than 
typical 99. 5%-efficient electrostatic precipitators today, and 95%-efficient 
sulfur dioxide scrubbers producing saleable wastes (sulfur, gypsum, or 
sulfuric acid) should cost only 15-50% more than current 75%-efficient waste
generating scrubbers. 

The average estimated incremental cost of these measures for I 988 coal 
plants is $175/kW above the cost of a 1978 plant with scrubbers . A $21 0/kW 
increase - about the same as the 1971-78 cost rise - is obtained by 
extrapolating the 1971-78 relationship between coal capital costs and sector 
size, based on assumed coal sector growth to 1988.g The resulting projected 
cost of about $800/kW, in 1979 steam-plant dollars, for coal plants beginning 
operation in 1988, would be sufficient to allow: (i) $15/kW for possible 
problems with new control devices or for currently unanticipated minor 
standards; (ii) $1 0/kW for the increased real cost of interest during 
construction anticipated as coal construction durations grow from five years 
( 1978 average) to six years for 1988 plants; and (iii) $1 0/kW for investments to 

g. This calculation is performed in Chapter 10 with the coal capital cost regression 
equation (Table 9. I). The six-year construction duration for 1988 plants mentioned in the text is 
also derived in Chapter I 0, using the coal construction duration regression (Table 9. 7). 
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improve plant operating reliability. 
The close agreement between the two methods of projecting coal capital 

costs-engineering estimation and econometric, or regression, analysis
lends considerable credence to the $800/kW estimate. Moreover, both 
methods include substantial conservatisms, the former through very strict 
emission targets and generous cost estimates, the latter through a high estimate 
of 1978-88 coal sector growth ( 13 GW per year25 ) that allows for an upturn in 
coal orders due to reactor cancellations. These conservatisms and the long lead 
times for most coal plant regulatory requirements make it unlikely that actual 
costs for 1988 plants will significantly exceed these estimates . 

Nuclear Standards: Future reactors will have to institute a myriad of 
new safety measures not reflected in the approximately $900/kW average cost 
of plants completed in 1978-a figure that already exceeds the $800/kW 
projected cost of /988 coal plants (both figures in 1979 steam-plant dollars). 
They will first have to make extensive design changes and equipment upgrad
ings already promulgated but not incorporated in most 1978 units. These 
include: greater physical separation of redundant safety-related equipment 
such as electrical cables; more durable electrical components and wide-range 
instrumentation designed to function under accident conditions of high tem
perature, humidity. pressure, and radiation; and improved quality assurance 
programs to reduce design and construction defects such as seismic deficien
cies found belatedly in many operating reactors during 1979-80 (see Section 
5.1 ). 

Further requirements will result from NRC's efforts to correct the 17 
unresolved safety issues-"matter[s] affecting a number of nuclear power 
plants that pose important questions concerning the adequacy of existing safety 
requirements for which a final resolution has not yet been developed ... " 26 

Many of these issues involve fundamental design considerations. For exam
ple, Asymmetric Blowdown Loads might require modifying pressurized water 
reactors to prevent postulated ruptures in reactor coolant pipes from over
stressing reactor vessel supports, a condition that could damage both normal 
and emergency cooling systems while impeding· insertion of control rods to 
stop nuclear fissioning . Another unresolved issue, Systems Interactions, might 
require segregating all components and circuits of certain safety systems in 
costly "bunkered" housings to avert inter-system interferences that could 
degrade performance of vital equipment. 

Moreover, NRC's list of unresolved safety issues is growing, not shrink
ing (see Secticn 5 .3), fed by new licensing reviews and the growing inventory 
of operating experience-experience that will more than triple by 1988 if 
utilities realize their current expansion plans. Past practice indicates that these 
issues will be addressed incrementally, thwarting "licensing stabilization" 
and frustrating efforts to optimize design and construction . High costs and 
declining growth in electricity sales may force some utilities to extend con-
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struction schedules to conserve cash and preserve credit ratings. Although the 
effects of stretch-outs are usually expressed in current dollars, and, thus, 
appear inflated, they do increase real interest costs, disrupt construction 
logistics, and expose plants to additional regulatory requirements. 

Estimating Future Nuclear Costs: The additional costs of nuclear regu
latory standards for future plants cannot be estimated directly, for reasons 
discussed at the start of Section 2.5. Not only do nuclear design changes tend to 
''ripple'' differently through reactor ~ystems at different plants, but also many 
prospective standards have not yet been promulgated (most stemming from the 
Three Mile Island accident will not be determined for several years, as dis
cussed below) . The alternative used here is to estimate future nuclear costs by 
assuming that the expansion of the nuclear sector now in progress will have the 
same proportional effect on reactor capital costs as in the past. That is, other 
things being equal. a doubling of nuclear capacity operating or under con
struction will lead to an approximately 50% rise in real reactor capital costs . 

This "sector-size hypothesis" is based on the historical relationships 
observed among growth in the nuclear sector, increases in regulatory strin
gency, and increases in nuclear costs. It is advanced here not as a means of 
projecting future nuclear costs precisely, but as an alternative to engineering
based estimates that are invariably overrun by ever-changing regulatory and 
design criteria. Linking costs to nuclear sector size is also superior to relating 
costs only to the passage of time, as has been done in the two econometric 
models cited earlier, since it more closely reflects the forces which, acting over 
time, add to reactor regulations and costs. 

The sector-size approach to estimating future costs is likely to evoke 
criticism from supporters of nuclear power, since it implies that nuclear 
economics will worsen steadily as the nuclear sector expands. Hence, it is 
important to clarify what the approach implies and what it does not. 

• The sector-size approach implies that costs will rise as more 
reactors are licensed, due to the many strong connections be
tween growth in sector size and increased regulatory stringency; 
it does not suggest that there is a simple, explicit causal link 
between the number of reactors and costs . 

• It implies that licensing interventions are among the factors 
engendering increased regulatory stringency; not that construc
tion delays caused by nuclear opponents have been a major 
factor in rising real capital costs . 

• Use of the sector-size hypothesis to project costs also implies 
that, for the foreseeable future, increases in the number of 
operating plants will reveal new safety and operating problems, 
leading to new regulatory requirements and design changes 
which, in tum, will cause costs to rise . It does not deny that 
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reactor construction has evidenced a "learning curve ." Rather, 
it implies that, as in the past, increasing architect-engineer 
familiarity with nuclear construction will be outweighed by 
advancing regulatory criteria requiring A-Es to employ more 
labor, equipment, and materials to build nuclear plants. 

In summary, the sector-size model provides an indirect way to anticipate 
the future rate of increase in nuclear regulations and costs, provided that the 
conditions under which sector growth stimulated new regulations in the past 
remain in effect. This proviso is likely to hold so long as utilities seek to 
complete the approximately 90 GW of nuclear capacity with construction 
permits. These plants long ago gave impetus to new regulations that will raise 
reactor costs, when they were awarded construction permits in the I 970s, 
signalling to regulators the need for greater safety measures to prevent in
creases in the sector-wide probability of a serious accident. In theory, the 
impetus could be defused if public attitudes toward nuclear risks change 
substantially or if it proves possible to dismiss outstanding regulatory issues 
without heightening accident risks. Neither event seems plausible, however. 
The growing number of genuine safety issues and the continued widespread 
mistrust of nuclear power strengthen the presumption that more stringent and 
expensive requirements are in the offing. 

The one eventuality that might be expected to slow the anticipated rate of 
increase in nuclear regulations and costs is cancellation of a large number of 
reactors with construction permits . (Most cancellations in recent years have 
befallen plants that merely were in the planning stage; because they had not 
received construction permits, they were not counted in tallying 1988 sector 
size.) Large-scale cancellations of plants being built would ease public con
cern and also enable regulators to relax growth in safety requirements some
what without driving up the sector-wide accident probability. Readjustment to 
reduced future capacity would be constrained, however, by continued detec
tion of safety problems through the operation of existing reactors . Indeed, as 
measured by the rate of issuance of NRC generic Bulletins and Circulars, the 
detection rate per reactor-year reached an all-time high during 1979-80 (see 
Figure 2 .5) . Even if the detection rate per reactor were to decline, the total 
number of safety problems detected per year could well continue to increase 
for some time to come as the number of plants in operation rises. 

Ideally, one would prefer to use both reactor operating experience and 
sector size as explanatory variables for projecting future costs. Unfortunately, 
the two are too closely correlated to permit valid statistical estimation of their 
joint relationship to capital costs. Thus, statistical necessity forced the choice 
of one of the two . Sector size was chosen because it appears to have had the 
more telling effect on costs, judging from both its greater statistical power, as 
discussed in Section 8.1, and from the historical analysis of the regulatory 
process presented in Section 2 .5 . 
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Bar widths re present numbers o f licensed operating reac tors (inc luding pa rtial years from 

comme rcial s tart. excluding units under400 MW) . See Figure 5 . 1 and p . 144 for explana ti on of 
Bulle tins a nd C ircula rs . 

The omission of operating experience as an explanatory variahle does not 
appear serious so long as the nuclear sector continues to expand rapidly, since 
growth in sector size will coincide closely with, and thus can subsume statisti
cally, growth in operating experience. If, however, nuclear growth slows 
significantly due to cancellations of many plants being built, reactor operating 
experience might become the dominant source of new regulations , and it 
would be necessary to add it to statistical models used to project future costs. 

For purposes of estimating the cost of new nuclear plants here , it is 
assumed that all reactors now holding construction permits are completed-a 
near-tripling of nuclear capacity to 150 GW , implying a continuation of 
nuclear power's rapid growth, and, thus, warranting use of the sector-size 
model to project costs. When Table 8. I , embodying the 1971-78 correlation 
between actual reactor costs and cumulative nuclear capacity ,h is applied to a 

h . Cumulative nuc lear capacity. rather than plant number. is e mployed as the pro xy for 
the impetu> be hind mo re stringe nt standards . since the perceived hazard and the correspo nding 
effort to reduce risks depend on plant size as well as number . 
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1988 "standard reactor" (Table 10.1), the result is a calculated cost of 
approximately $1400/kW (in 1979 steam-plant dollars), 55% above the actual 
cost of a typical 1978 reactor. This cost includes real interest during construc
tion, whose cost share will increase due to the rise in projected construction 
time to an average of 8 years from 6lfz years for 1978 plants (Figure 2 .3). 

Given the $800/kW cost projected for 1988 coal plants, the ratio between 
typical 1988 nuclear and coal capital costs would be I. 73. The 73% cost 
differential, although triple that in the establishment forecasts cited earlier, 
represents an increase of only 21 percentage points from the 52% differential 
for 1978' plants. It is also less than the estimates yielded by alternative 
regression models. When nuclear cost is represented as a function of both 
sector size and reactor operating experience (a statistically questionable pro
cedure-see above), the calculated 1988 nuclear cost is $1450/kW, 6% above 
the nuclear cost projected here and 83% greater than the coal projection. 
Alternatively, if the 1971-78 annual rates of increase in real costs are extrapo
lated to 1988, the resulting costs are $3140/kW for nuclear and $1230/kW for 
coal (in 1979 steam-plant dollars)-a 2.6 nuclear-coal ratio with over three 
times the cost differential projected here. 

Section 2. 7: The Impact Of Three Mile Island 

The foregoing 1988 nuclear cost projection and outline of regulatory 
issues affecting reactor design and equipment are both based upon nuclear 
power as regulated through 1978. Thus, they do not explicitly reflect the 
effects of the March 1979 accident at Three Mile Island. The accident's impact 
has been profound, ''pennanently alter[ing] the regulatory process for nuclear 
power," according to a Department of Energy analysis. 27 Because of exten
sive core damage, overheating of fuel rods, and shut-off of safety systems, the 
accident ''exceeded many of the present design bases by a wide margin [and 
was] evidently a significant precursor of a core-melt accident," according to 
NRC's "Lessons Learned Task Force. " 28 Moreover, nuclear regulation and 
management as a whole were implicated in TMI, most tellingly in NRC's and 
industry's failure to learn from prior "dress rehearsal" accidents at two other 
reactors. 29 

As a result, post-TMI nuclear regulation will almost certainly reflect 
greater willingness than previously to pay more to obtain greater safety. Past 
regulation placed ''the burden of proof ... on the regulators to justify negative 
findings on safety matters, " 30 admits NRC Commissioner Gilinsky, and 
mandated only "the most conservative requirements consistent with the com
mercial viability of nuclear power. " 31 But the trauma ofTMI has now "shat
tered [NRC's] complacency" 32 about reactor hazards, says Gilinsky, and has 
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led NRC Chairman Hendrie to put the nuclear industry on notice that "safety 
[not costs] must be the dominant element in our considerations . " 33 Such 
attitudinal changes would help fulfill the calls from the President's Commis
sion on the TMI Accident (the Kemeny Commission) and the NRC's own 
investigation for' 'fundamental changes'' in the' 'practices and ... attitudes of 
the NRC" 34 and "in the way commercial nuclear reactors are built, operated 
and regulated. " 35 

Accordingly, NRC is expanding its licensing process to make "explicit 
consideration of accidents involving severely damaged or molten cores . " 36 

Among the many changes already ordered or being considered are: upgrading 
the "single-failure criterion" so that some safety equipment must function 
despite multiple equipment failures; providing capability to cool "degraded" 
reactor cores; strengthening reactor containments to mitigate previously " in
credible" core-melt accidents; expanding the "safety-related" classification 
of equipment subject to exacting quality assurance requirements; and requiring 
each reactor to install training simulators and no less than three heavily 
instrumented facilities for accident management (for technical support, opera
tional support, and emergency coordination). Each proposal has the potential 
to change plant designs significantly and to impose large costs and delays, as 
discussed in Chapter 6. Indeed, the pending rulemaking on degraded cores 
alone may take three years to complete and add 40 regulatory guides to the 
approximately 150 now in effect. 37 

Section 2.8: Total Generating Costs 

Capital costs will strongly affect total generating costs of future plants, 
especially nuclear plants, but other cost factors will also play a part . Projected 
capital costs are combined with estimates of fuel costs and other factors in 
Table 2.3 to yield estimated life-cycle generating costs per-kilowatt-hour 
(kWh) for typical 1988 plants . The plants are assumed to be 1150-MW 
capacity in the case of nuclear and 300-MW for coal. The calculated capital 
costs reflect the mix of multiple units, cooling towers, geographical location, 
etc . shown in Table 10.3 . Operating costs are calculated for assumed 30-year 
plant lives spanning 1988-2017 (calculational methods are explained in Sec
tion 12 . I) . All costs are national-average estimates drawn from the most recent 
experience available and modified for likely future changes; they are expressed 
in 1979 constant dollars with assumed escalation rates stated relative to the 
producer price index. 38 The estimate bases are described fully in Chapter II 
and are merely summarized here without citations. 

Capital Costs: The costs of power plant construction inputs are as-
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Table 2.3 

Projected Costs, 1988 Plants, U.S. Average 
(in 1979 constant dollars) 

Nuclear Coal 

Unit Size 1150MW 300MW 

Capital Cost $1460/kW $838/kW 

Decommissioning $138/kW 

Real Fixed Charge Rate 10.3% 9. 8% 

Capacity Factor 60% 70o/c 

Capital Cost Fixed Charges 2.86¢/kWh 1.34¢/kWh 

Decommissioning Fixed Charges .21¢/kWh 

Fuel 1.09¢/kWh 1.96¢/kWh 

Operating and Maintenance .62¢/kWh .62¢/kWh 

TOTAL 4 .78¢/kWh 3.92¢/kWh 

Nuclear/Coal Cost Ratio 1.22 

sumed to inflate by I% annually relative to the producer price index (the 
approximate historical rate39). The costs of new nuclear and coal plants 
expressed in 1979 constant dollars deflated by producer price inflation are 
$1460/kW and $838/kW, respectively (see Section 12.1 for calculations). 
(These are slightly higher than the costs calculated earlier in 1979 steam-plant 
dollars deflated by construction factor inflation .) For comparison with esti
mates expressed in unadjusted (as-spent) dollars, respective nuclear and coal 
costs in mixed current dollars would be approximately $2700/kW and $1600/ 
kW, assuming annual inflation and interest rates of 9% .40 

Capacity Factors: A 60% capacity factor is assumed for 1150-MW 
nuclear units, equal to the average for all commercial reactors through mid-
1980. This assumes substantial improvement from the historical experience 
for large reactors: units over 800 MW, which account for over half of all 
operating experience, have averaged only 54%. Increased size is significantly 
correlated with reduced nuclear performance; and increased age, later vin
tages, and duplicate designs have brought only modest improvements . The 
projection does not reflect the full brunt of prospective closer regulation of 
reactor operations after TMI. 
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A 70% capacity factor is assumed for base-loaded 300-MW coal units, 
equalling the capability shown in performance data over the past decade for 
200-400 MW coal units, absent "load-following." Mediocre capacity factors 
(55-65%) commonly cited for coal plants are for large units (over 400 MW) 
and also reflect intentional cutbacks dictated by excess capacity. Fully loaded 
600-MW units would be expected to have 65% capacity factors, but because 
coal plants have relatively low capital costs, even 60% performance would add 
only 7% to coal generating costs. 

Fuel Costs: Refined uranium ore (U308) is assumed to cost $35 per 
pound (1979 dollars), with ore depletion and environmental and occupational 
health regulations causing 2% annual escalation relative to the producer price 
index. Enrichment cost of $94 per "separative work unit" is assumed to 
escalate at 1.5% per year due to increasing power costs. Spent fuel disposal 
cost of $650/kilogram is two to three times DOE estimates, in consideration of 
chronic cost underestimation and continuing technical and institutional un
certainties, but it accounts for only 3% of total nuclear costs. 

The cost of coal fuel is extremely important to coal power costs. The cost 
assumed here is based upon the 1979 average cost of utility-burned coal of 
1.2¢/kWh (assuming a 10,000 Btu/kWh heat rate), escalated in real terms at 
2.3% per year-the 1974-79 average real rate-for 40 years. The resulting 
average fuel cost during the 1988-2017 period is I. 96¢/kWh (in 1979 constant 
dollars), 63% higher in real terms than the 1979 cost. Actual costs may be less 
than this projection in view of the very large reserves in all major U.S. 
coal-mining regions and the increasingly successful adaptation of mining 
design, technology, and management to the environmental and safety regula
tions that caused much of the real increases in prices in the 1970s. Although 
temporary shortages in coal supply could cause temporarily higher prices, 
reductions in the growth rate for electricity-coal's dominant present use~ 
will probably prevent growth in total coal demand from outrunning expansion 
in mining capacity even if coal exports multiply and if coal makes substantial 
inroads into oil and gas markets (see discussion in Section 11.3). 

Operating and Maintenance Costs in 1979 averaged .4¢/kWh for nuclear 
plants and slightly over .2¢/kWh for coal. Anticipated safety and environmen
tal requirements, especially coal scrubber reagents and product disposal, are 
assumed to lift costs to . 5¢/kWh in 1979 dollars for both plant types. Assumed 
I %/year real escalation gives 1988-2017 ''levelized'' average O&M costs of 
about .6¢/kWh. 

Financing: Fixed charge rates of 10.3% for nuclear and 9.8% for coal 
are used to convert capital costs to annual costs. These rates are based on 
assumed inflation-adjusted costs of capital of 3.8% and 3.6%, respectively, 
reflecting a slight "risk premium" for nuclear investments. The nuclear rate 
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also includes greater allowance for interim capital replacement-.5% vs . 
. 25% for coal-for anticipated decontamination and regulatory backfits. 

Decommissioning: Nuclear plants are assumed to be dismantled at a 
cost of $125/kW (1979 steam-plant dollars), based on a utility cost estimate 
which DOE considers "representative [but] subject to potential [real] es
calation.' '41 This contributes slightly over 4% to calculated nuclear generating 
costs. 

Total Generating Costs: Life-cycle generating costs calculated with 
the above ''base case'' assumptions are 3.9¢/kWh for coal and 4.8¢/kWh for 
nuclear ( 1979 dollars). The 22% difference implies added costs of $45 million 
per year per I 000 MW of new nuclear capacity. The difference would stand at 
17% if "back-end" nuclear costs (decommissioning and spent fuel disposal) 
were halved . The difference could also shrink if reactor cancellations ease 
pressure to strengthen safety requirements, but it is more likely to increase as 
TMI intensifies regulatory efforts to reduce nuclear hazards, as discussed 
above. 

For projected costs to be equal, 1988 nuclear capital costs would need to 
be approximately $960/kW ( 1979 steam-plant dollars)-only 8% above the 
actual $887 /kW cost of a typical 1978 reactor. Alternatively, real escalation of 
about 4% per year in delivered coal costs, implying that real coal prices would 
average 133% more during 1988-2017 than in 1979, would also equalize 
projected costs, as would a 78% nuclear capacity factor. Conversely, the 
average nuclear generating cost would be 36% above that of coal if, because of 
TMI or other serious accidents, the 1978-88 real nuclear capital cost increase is 
50% greater than projected . Even without this added increase, the nuclear-coal 
cost spread would be 39% if coal fuel costs escalate by only I %/year in real 
tenns. 

Cost components and the conditions necessary to equalize nuclear and 
coal costs under widely varying but plausible assumptions are discussed in 
Chapter 12 and are shown in Table 2.4 and Figure 2.6. The table indicates that 
the projected nuclear/coal cost ratio is higher when "best" and "worst" cost 
cases are compared against each other. Moreover, because the best nuclear 
case has a higher projected cost than the base coal case, a nuclear advantage is 
possible (on an average basis) only through unanticipated escalation in coal. 

Although these are national average results, based on geographical 
comp(i)site plants, new nuclear plants appear equally disadvantaged in every 
region, as shown in Section 12 .2. In the Northeast, for example, the greater 
nuclear construction cost premium would offset high coal delivery costs. 
Similarly, western coal mining costs are sufficiently low and the pollution
control specifications reflected in the costs of 1988 coal plants are already 
sufficiently strict that new California coal plants appear considerably less 
expensive than new reactors, notwithstanding their long distances from coal 
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Table 2.4 

Breakeven Cost Calculations 

Pald-Oir Share Annual Real 
Nuclear Coal Projeeted Nuclear- Of Nuclear Plant Coal Escalation 
Cases Cases Coal Cost Ratios For Breakeven For Breakeven ---

BEST 1.49 55% 4.3% 
BASE BASE 1.22 30% 3.9% 

WORST 0.91 -16% 3.2% 

BEST 1.27 32% 3.1% 
BEST BASE 1.03 5% 2.6% 

WORST 0.77 -45% 1.5% 

BEST 1.67 62% 5.0% 
CASE I BASE 1.36 41 o/c 4.7% 

WORST 1.02 2% 4. 1% 

BEST 2.25 84% 7.1% 
WORST BASE 1.84 69% 6.6% 

WORST 1.37 41 o/c 5.3% 

Nuclear Cases 

BASE: See Table 12.1 (includes little or no TMI impact and 60% capacity 
factor) 

BEST: Little or no TMI impact, 65% capacity factor. and reduced uranium and 
enrichment costs in Case 6 

CASE I: TMI adds 50o/c to extrapolated 1978-88 increases in construction cost 
and duration 

WORST: TMI doubles extrapolated 1978-88 increases in construction cost and 
duration, adds 0.5% to real nuclear rate of return. and reduces capacity 
factor to 55%; decommissioning charges triple 

Coal Cases 

BASE: See Table 12.1 (includes 2.3o/i-/year real fuel cost escalation and 70o/i
capacity factor) 

BEST: 10% reduction in capital cost. lo/1-/year rt!al fuel cost escalation, and 
7:>% capacity factor 

WORST: 10% addition to capital cost. 4o/c/year real fuel cost escalation. and 60o/c 
capacity factor 

Paid-off nuclear plant share represents percentage of ultimate nuclear capital cost 
that utility would need to defray for nuclear generating cost to equal that of coal. 
Alternatively. annual coal fuel escalation gives coal price increase rate necessary 
for breakeven. 

Nuclear Case I adds 50% to extrapolated I 978-88 increases in construction cost 
and duration as estimate of TMI impact. Best and Worst cases are author's 
judgments of plmHihle extreme cases and are described in Table I 2.4. Base cases 
are shown in Table 2.3. 
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fields. Finally, although costs of individual plants will differ from trends, most 
error bands in the cost regressions are narrow, and the scope is limited for 
reducing nuclear costs by optimizing plant parameters such as size or architect
engineer experience . 

Section 2.9: Conclusion 

Projections that electricity will be cheaper from new nuclear plants than 
from new coal facilities implicitly require that respective capital costs not 
differ by more than approximately 25%. However, nuclear capital costs in
creased more than twice as much as those of coal plants during 1971-78 and 
already exceed the latter by 50%. In return for increased costs, emissions of 
criteria air pollutants from new coal plants declined by almost two-thirds, 
compared to 1971 plants, and could fall by nine-tenths by the late 1980s to 
levels lower than those from plants burning low-sulfur oil. The far more costly 
attempts to contain nuclear hazards have produced largely putative, intangible 
reductions in accident probabilities, reductions whose significance seems 
questionable in light of the 1979 accident at Three Mile Island-then Amer
ica's newest reactor. 

Efforts to reduce the risks of nuclear power plants grew apace with 
expansion of the nuclear sector and were the key ingredient in causing nuclear 
capital costs to rise in real terms in the 1970s. If the past relationship between 
nuclear sector size and costs continues in the 1980s, the capital costs of 
reactors now starting construction would exceed those of new coal plants with 
advanced pollution controls by about 75%. The generating costs of new 
reactors would then average 20-25% more than those of new coal plants . 
Although the assumed rate of imposition of new nuclear regulatory standards 
could fall if many reactors under construction are cancelled, the salutary effect 
on nuclear cost increases would probably be offset by the added design and 
construction requirements stemming from TMI. 

These figures imply that a typical new nuclear plant with 30% of its 
capital cost paid off would not be a cheaper source of electricity than a new 
full-cost coal-fired plant. Accordingly, many reactors in early stages of con
struction appear to be potential candidates for economical replacement by coal 
facilities. Cancellation charges would add to the cost of abandoning nuclear 
projects, but they would be partially offset if some preparatory work at reactor 
sites, such as excavation and foundations, could be employed by replacement 
coal plants . 

The conclusion that clean coal plants can provide electricity more cheap
ly than nuclear plants is at variance with current dogma, but it is rooted firmly 
in empirical cost data, and requires only a modest extension of established 
regulatory and cost trends . It is incumbent upon nuclear proponents to either 
demonstrate why their own cost projections should be heeded in light of the 
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evidence presented here, or to acknowledge that construction of new reactors 
cannot be justified on the basis of an economic comparison with coal. 
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